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it is now five years since the oslo 
center was founded. during these 
years, we have instigated a number 
of activities within programs of 
democracy and coalition-building, 
interreligious dialogue and human 
rights.

the center has now consolidated, and we are ready 
to take new steps forward.  in 2010 the oslo center 
engaged with new sponsors, and further developed 
and strengthened our strategic partnerships.
 
the board approved a 3-year strategy. in accordance 
with this plan we will prioritize activities to stabilize 
and develope democracy in fragile states, with a 
special focus on coalition-building. dialogue and 
respect for human rights will be an integral part of 
this work.

last year, we have been engaged in projects 
for democracy and coalition-building in Kenya, 
somalia and mongolia in order to contribute to 
responsible leadership. in cooperation with the 
national democratic institute we are planning for 
new activities in Kenya and somalia, and we are 
considering other countries as well. 

in 2010 we have been deeply engaged in a project on 
holy sites. by means of a code we want to contribute 
to protecting holy sites from being misused and 
destroyed during conflicts. A pilot project is now being 

implemented in bosnia-herzegovina in cooperation 
with the inter-religious council in the country.

the oslo center has for several years worked for the 
release from house-arrest for the burmese nobel 
laureate, Aung san suu Kyi. it was great news for 
us and many others when she was released last 
november. 

We stay in touch with suu Kyi and her people to 
discuss how we can best contribute to democracy 
and human rights in burma.

on the human rights agenda, we have followed up 
activities regarding the situation in eritrea and north 
Korea, and on freedom of religion in Kazakhstan.

Another new project on our agenda in 2011 is 
religion and development. the aim of the project is 
twofold; increased knowledge and competences on 
the nexus between religion and development on the 
one hand, and engaged, yet nuanced, public debates 
on the issues on the other. 

We want to do our utmost to contribute to peace, 
democracy and human rights in the coming years.
 

mr Kjell magne Bondevik 
President

The firsT five years
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the board has approved a new 
strategy for the period of 2010-2013. 
for me, as the new chairman of the 
board, the discussions about the 
new strategy were both inspiring 
and challenging. 

inspiring because of the competence and dedication 
of board members, as well as a small, but highly 
professional staff. challenging because there are 
so many problems to be solved; so many countries  
lack, or have very little experience of, democratic 
processes and democratic institutions.

based on our comparative advantages we decided 
that our main objective for the next three years  
should be to contribute to responsible leadership in 
fragile states and weak democracies.

for me, this was an important argument for getting 
involved in the oslo center. during my years in 
norAd working in bilateral cooperation with 
developing countries, i met a lot of well-qualified 
experts involved in building ministries, forming 
governmental structures and organizing democratic 
processes. they had academic qualifications from  
the best institutions and a lot of experience from 
working in developing countries. but they had no 
experience of political positions. the oslo center can 
contribute with know-how and experience on how to 
develop a coalition government, and how to make it 

more efficient. the oslo center has an important role 
to play in this special niche.

it has people with extensive leadership experience 
from politics, experience-based knowledge about 
all the different problems you meet as a coalition-
based government: how to make small and practical 
arrangements to solve problems, how to deal with 
differences, or how to cooperate with a parliament.
  
the new strategy is the platform for the activities. it 
is an ambitious but realistic plan. i really hope that 
the oslo center, with continued support from our 
partners from the private sector, will make its mission 
statement a reality and further develop its niche 
among norwegian and international organizations 
that strive for dialogue, peace and human rights.

ms. tove strand 
Chairman of the Board

OperaTing in a niChe
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the oslo center will contribute to conflict prevention 
and responsible leadership in fragile states and 
weak democracies.

We will do this by:
•	 providing	experience-based	advice 
 to parties, political leaders and government  
 apparatus on power-sharing, coalition-building  
 and enhancement of a culture of cooperation,  
 based on democratic principles;
•	 providing	documentation,	raising	of	awareness,		
 and competence building on human rights to  
 political leaders, the government apparatus  
 and authorities;
•	 providing	competence	building	on	dialogue	as	a		
 political tool;
•	 creating	meeting	places	and	facilitating		 	
 dialogues.

Our niche: power-sharing, coalition-building and 
cooperation in practice.

the oslo center will work in areas where it can 
make a difference, that is, in areas where we can 
make use of our comparative advantages and 
where there are few other players. strong political 
experience and a unique international network 
are among our advantages. combined with strong 
professional expertise and  diplomatic experience 
this gives us a unique opportunity to fill a niche 
in international conflict prevention efforts and 
enhancement of responsible leadership: providing 
advice and enhancing competence on power 
sharing, coalition building and political cooperation 
in fragile states and weak democracies. in the 
new strategy, this has been identified as the oslo 
center’s main activity and paramount concept. 

Two pillars: dialogue and human rights

dialogue and human rights are the two pillars 
undergirding the oslo center’s advice to and 
cooperation with political actors. everything we 
do should be founded on universal human rights 
and the conviction that dialogue is a fundamental 
prerequisite for democracy and peaceful 
coexistence. Another key task for the oslo center 
is to help establish venues and meeting places for 
dialogue between important community actors, for 
instance between civil society and the authorities; 
between political parties; between government 
partners; and between a government and its 
opposition. 

in the next three-year period, the Oslo Center is 
to contribute to: 
•	 meeting	places	and	venues	for	dialogue 
  between political actors being set up 
•	 a	better	understanding	between	political	actors		
 internally in the government apparatus and  
 between the government, political parties and  
 the parliament 
•	 binding	and	functioning	consultations	between		
 the authorities and civil society
•	 increased	awareness	and	knowledge	of	human		
 rights, international mechanisms and   
 obligations among political actors.

The OslO CenTer’s 
main ObjeCTives 
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in november 2010, the military junta in burma 
released Aung san suu Kyi from house arrest where 
she has spent 15 of her last 20 years. Although suu 
Kyi has been released, that does not mean that 
burma will become democratic in the near future. 
nothing fundamental has changed in the country. 
there are 2,200 people imprisoned for political 
reasons, and freedom of expression is severely 
limited. the military regime won an overwhelming 
victory in burma’s first election in 20 years, an 
election that has been labeled a farce.

several independent sources have documented 
persistent and systematic abuses of the civil 
population in burma in the recent years. the 
usA supports the proposal from the un special 
rapporteur to set up a commission to investigate 
whether the abuses in burma can be categorized 
as war crimes. the oslo center has called on the 
norwegian government to support the proposal 
too. 

the oslo center envisions that such a commission 
of inquiry may be established through the human 
rights council, by a resolution in the un general 
Assembly, or by the un secretary general ban  
Ki-moon. 

in her recent contact with the president of the oslo 
center, Kjell magne bondevik, Aung san suu Kyi 
has several times emphasized: “don’t forget us, 
keep focusing on us!” the international community 
must support suu Kyi’s call for a tripartite dialogue 
between the regime, the democracy movement and 
ethnic minority groups.

the oslo center will continue to work with the 
norwegian government and the international 
community and to maintain the pressure on the 
regime in burma. in recent years, the oslo center 
has put the burma issue on the agenda several 
times. in April, we hosted a conference in oslo.  

today, the military has secured total control. they 
have abolished nld as a legitimate political party, 
and by doing so they are strengthening their own 
position. therefore, a strong internal opposition, 
backed by the international community is more 
important than ever  if democracy and  the respect 
for human rights are to be improved. hence we must 
not forget burma. now the battle really begins! 

burma
human righTs
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one of Africa’s youngest state uses the pretext of 
external enemies to deny people their basic human 
rights. there is no freedom of opinion, expression or 
assembly. the government does not allow alternative 
voices to be heard, and all available resources are 
channelled into the country’s armed forces. 

based on the findings in our report on human rights 
and political development in eritrea, we have had a 
dialogue with a number of stakeholders including the 
european commission, the us state department, the 
un human rights council, and the un department 
of political Affairs. our report has contributed to a 
renewed human rights focus on eritrea, which has 
been important given the dominance of anti-terror 
strategies in the region.

for 2010 we highlight the following activities:
in may the oslo center presented findings on eritrea 
to the African commission for human and people’s 
rights (Achpr) in gambia, and discussed the 
situation in the country with chairperson madame 
reine Alapini-gansou. it was a great honour for the 

oslo center to become the first international ngo 
to have been invited to one of Achpr’s ordinary 
sessions. As a result of the meeting, the Achpr is 
stepping up its efforts to establish a human rights 
dialogue with eritrea.

the oslo center had the privilege of being invited 
to a hearing on eritrea organised in the european 
parliament. the hearing gathered academics, 
human rights activists, members of the european 
parliament and high-ranking officials from the 
european commission. the hearing provided the 
oslo center with an important platform for presenting 
our analysis of the human rights situation in eritrea 
and the political situation on the horn of Africa. 

in november the oslo center arranged a seminar in 
oslo on how to influence repressive regimes. using 
eritrea as a case, the seminar gathered some of 
the best scholars on the region to discuss how to 
relate to, and how to engage constructively with, 
repressive regimes.

eriTrea
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in 2010 the oslo center has held direct talks with 
the government of Kazakhstan on human rights, 
focusing on freedom of religion. during several visits 
to the country, the center raised concerns regarding 
the situation for religious minorities.

our work has been carried out jointly with the 
norwegian helsinki committee and other ngos, and 
financed by the norwegian ministry of foreign Affairs. 
the oslo center has encouraged Kazakhstan to use 
its 2010 role as chair of the organization for security 
and cooperation in europe, osce, to strengthen the 
human rights situation in the country. 

together with our partners the oslo center published 
the report ‘broken promises: freedom of religion 
or belief issues in Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan’. the 
report is based on extensive research and aims at 
increasing the knowledge of, and respect for, freedom 
of religion or belief in central Asia. 

Among the activities in 2010, the oslo center 
helped organize a meeting on freedom of religion 
or belief in Kazakhstan as a side event during the 
osce supplementary human dimension meeting 
held in vienna in december bringing together 
representatives from the Kazakh government, 
Kazakh legal experts and civil society activists, has 
proved instrumental in achieving increased respect 
for freedom of religion or belief in Kazakhstan, and 
for strengthening the platform for dialogue between 
civil society and the government. the fact that civil 
society actors through the oslo center could address 
the government, both formally and informally, is an 
important step in promoting an atmosphere of civil 
dialogue between the two. 

KazaKhsTan
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After governing for two years with a fragile coalition 
government, Kenya held a referendum on a new 
constitution in August 2010. in a peaceful election 
a broad majority supported constitutional reform, 
introducing a bill of rights, land reform, and new 
curbs on the president’s power. 

the oslo center has been engaged in political 
processes in Kenya to share our experience in 
establishing and leading coalition governments. 

the new constitution contains provisions that ban party 
officers from holding political office. these provisions 
are obvious challenges to cooperation between the 
political parties and the elected politicians.

the oslo center, in partnership with the national 
democratic institute (ndi), are offering the political 
parties in Kenya support for implementing the 
constitutional reforms and assistance in building 
a culture of dialogue and compromise among 
politicians. 

Kenya

DemOCraCy anD 
COaliTiOn builDing
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civil war has defined politics and divided somalia 
since 1991.  

in january 2010, the oslo centre participated in a 
program of targeted capacity-building workshops and 
training in djibouti to support the former transitional 
federal government (tfg). 

A third tfg was appointed in july 2010. the 18  
members of the new cabinet were selected on the 

basis of merit, many coming from the diaspora with 
expertice that can be beneficial to building the new 
somalia. the hope is that this government can be more 
efficient, will work more cooperatively together, and 
offer better service to somalia and its interests.

sOmalia
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in 2008 a parliamentary election took place in mongolia. 
the former communist party mprp won by a clear 
margin, and this led to huge disappointment from the 
opposition. the next day people took to the streets in 
the capital, ulaan baatar, to protest against what they 
believed was electoral fraud. the situation gradually 
came out of control. the headquarters of the mprp 
was set on fire and five people were killed in violent 
clashes. the government was forced to declare martial 
law in the otherwise peaceful country. 

the prime minister sanjaagiin bajar took a couple 
of important initiatives to stabilize the situation. 
the largest opposition party, dp, was invited into 
the new government as a coalition partner, even 
though the mprp, with a majority, was able to 
form a government alone. he then turned to the 
oslo center’s partner, the national democratic 

institute (ndi), and asked for help to improve the 
working relationship between the political parties, 
strengthen communication between government 
and parliament, and introduce best practice in the 
new coalition government. 

the oslo center undertook the advisory mission. 
there have been three visits to ulaan baatar, in july 
and november 2009 and june 2010. during each 
visit, workshops have been held with government 
officials, parliamentarians and the party leaderships 
of different parties. in addition, meetings have been 
arranged with some cabinet members, parliamentary 
leaders and party secretaries as well as meetings 
in the party offices.

mOngOlia
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peaCe ThrOugh 
DemOCraCy   anD 
DialOgue
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peaCe ThrOugh 
DemOCraCy   anD 
DialOgue
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this project stems from the recognition that 
many conflicts around the world cannot be solved 
without special attention being paid to holy sites. 
there is a need for a mechanism to regulate and 
protect holy sites, especially during and after 
conflict. A universally implemented code on holy 
sites can hopefully be used to promote peace 
and reconciliation between people of different 
ethnic and religious communities and different 
nationalities. it may also help conflicts from 
erupting or escalating. 

in 2009 the oslo center worked in partnership with 
one World in dialogue (evid), religions for peace 
(rfp) and search for common ground (sfcg) 
to establish a universal code on holy sites. the 
project builds on an infrastructure created over 
several years, which has already resulted in the 
establishment of the trondheim code on holy sites, 
and a network of european and middle east leaders 
of the Abrahamic faiths committed to supporting 
it.  the working group, with representatives from 
the four partner organisations, decided to forge 
ahead in using the trondheim code as a basis for 
developing a code acceptable to the major world 
faiths. 

the overall aim of this initiative is the safe use by 
religious adherents of their sacred places world-
wide.  outcomes to support our ambitious aim are: 
•	 Greater	recognition	and	respect	by	religious		
 leaders for attachments of all faiths to their  
 holy sites;
•	 Improved	collaborative	actions	across	faiths	on		
 issues pertaining to holy sites;
•	 Recognition	by	a	world	legal	body	that	a	
 universal code on holy sites is worthy of   
 adoption, leading to a safeguarding of sacred  
 places world-wide.

After a process of consultation with experts from 
different faith traditions worldwide during 2010, a 
universal code on holy sites was finalised in early 
2011.  the next step will be to obtain endorsement 
of a universal code of holy sites among major 
stakeholders and relevant authorities. 

A precondition for a successful code on holy 
sites is that it can be applied in local contexts in 
a manner that contributes to peaceful protection 
of holy sites and adherents. thus a pilot project is 
being implemented to evaluate the functioning of 
the code in bosnia-herzegovina, an ethnically and 
religiously divided post-war society. the pilot started 
in november 2010, and will continue for a year. the 
local implementing partner is the inter-religious 
council of bosnia-herzegovina, an independent 
ngo. the pilot project will be monitored and 
evaluated by a local ngo with relevant competences 
and local knowledge (sarajevo nansen dialogue 
center). 

the project ‘A universal code on holy sites’ is funded 
by the norwegian ministry of foreign Affairs.

a universal CODe 
On hOly siTes
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is it possible to grasp international politics today 
without awareness and understanding of the role of 
religions? in december 2010 the ministry of foreign 
Affairs selected the oslo center to carry out a project 
on religion and development starting from january 
2011.

a political initiative
the project “religion and development” was launched 
as a response from the minister of development, erik 
solheim, to the challenge of taking religion more 
seriously in norwegian foreign policy. in an article 
in a norwegian newspaper, the minister called for 
increased knowledge among norwegian diplomats 
and aid workers of the religious dimension in social 
and political contexts where norway is involved. 
moreover, he pointed to the relationship between 
solid contextual knowledge and a more effective 
development policy. 

the aim of the project is twofold; increased knowledge 
and competences on the nexus between religion 
and development on the one hand, and engaged, 
yet nuanced, public debates on these issues on the 
other.

Three main areas
religion and development are broad notions that 
contain a wide range of issues and concerns. We 
have chosen to highlight three main areas, all vital 
parts of norwegian development policy and all 
involving a number of essential and widely debated 
issues in norwegian and international discourses:
 
•	Religion,	conflict,	peace	and	reconciliation
•	Religion,	democracy	and	human	rights
•	Religion,	modernity	and	economic	growth

putting the Oslo Center on the map
the project includes several public meetings in 
various towns and cities of norway, conducted 
over a period of 15 months. the assignment is a 
great opportunity for the oslo center to generate 
public attention towards the issues with which we 
are concerned. We view this as an opportunity to 
significantly improve general public knowledge 
of our engagements and projects in and outside 
norway. 

religiOn anD 
DevelOpmenT
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the death penalty violates the fundamental right 
to life, and execution is irreversible. Although 
execution of minors is widely condemned, and 
explicitly prohibited in the un convention on the 
rights of the child, some countries still practise 
it. together with nobel peace prize laureate  
dr. shirin ebadi, the oslo center has  prepared  
a feasibility study on how to strengthen the work 
against juvenile executions.

the study should clarify what we can hope to 
achieve, as well as what partnerships that would 
need to be developed. dialogue is the center’s key 
working method. the study should thus clarify if 

the necessary preconditions for gaining results 
can be met using a dialogical approach. it will also 
be important to clarify the limitations of such an 
approach, given the sensitive nature of the issue 
and the difficult human rights situation in many of 
the relevant countries. 

the work is supported financially by the norwegian 
ministry of foreign Affairs.

righTs Of The ChilD 
anD juvenile exeCuTiOns
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The OslO CenTer  
us fOunDaTiOn

the oslo center us foundation, established  
in April 2008, works to further the interests,  
influence and activities of the oslo center in 
the united states of America. the foundation  
provides support for specific projects; engages 
Americans in the efforts for peace and humanity 
spearheaded by the oslo center; and plans events 
in support of such efforts. the us foundation, as 
a usA department of revenue designated “501(c)
(3) charitable organization”, also identifies fund-
ing sources, collects contributions and maintains 
funds in support of the project work undertaken 
by the two organizations. contributions to the 

us foundation are tax deductible in the united 
states. significant infrastructure changes and 
additions were made in 2010 including expanding 
the board of directors and the Advisory board. 

Ambassador thomas A. loftus is the president of 
the board of directors and mr. orlyn Kringstad is 
the executive director.

highlights from 2010: 
in march, president bondevik participated in a  
dialogue with nobel laureate martti Ahtisaari  
at the nobel peace prize forum at Augsburg  
college in minneapolis.

the oslo center participated in the transatlantic 
dialogue hosted by ndi and madeleine Albright in 
Washington dc in june. the oslo center will play 
a continuing role in the series with the next forum 
taking place in brussels.
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the iranian nobel peace prize laureate and human 
rights defender, shirin ebadi, gave the keynote speech 
at the oslo center’s annual seminar in march.  ebadi 
gave an open and personal lecture on the iranian 
regime’s systematic persecution of the democratic 
opposition in the country. she told appalling stories 
of human rights violations in a country in crisis. 

following the lecture, ebadi participated in a panel 
discussion with the president of the oslo center, 
Kjell magne bondevik, and  professor Kari vogt, one 
of the most prominent authorities in norway on iran 
and islam.   

ebadi concluded the conversation by asking the 
world society to undertake political sanctions, but 
not economic sanctions. 

OTher 
highlighTs

on 15 june 2010 Kjell magne bondevik made keynote 
speeches at the “international conference to stop 
crimes against humanity and to promote peace 
and freedom in north Korea” organized in seoul, 
south Korea.

the oslo center has, over several years, been involved 
in work to encourage the international community 
to do more to end the abuses of the human rights 
of the people of north Korea.

nOrTh KOrea

mental health is a human rights issue, and is  
enshrined in Article 12 of the international covenant 
on economic, social and cultural rights.

stigma is a major challenge in efforts to improve 
the quality of life for people suffering from mental 
illness.

in 2010 Kjell magne bondevik attended the sixth 
World mental health conference, organized in 
Washington on 15 – 17 november, and was a  
member of a panel addressing the main challenges 
for a successful mental health policy.

menTal healTh

OslO CenTer seminar 2010
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sTaff

Kjell magne bondevik, president
mr. bondevik is the founder and president of the oslo center for peace and human rights. he was prime 
minister of norway from 1997-2000 and from 2001-2005. he has also been minister of foreign Affairs and 
minister of church and education. he was a member of the norwegian parliament (1973-2005). bondevik 
served as the un secretary-general’s special envoy to the horn of Africa in 2006-2007. bondevik holds the 
degree of cand.theol. and was ordained as a priest in the lutheran church of norway in 1979. 

simon rye, executive director
mr. rye has overall responsibility for strategic and professional development, financial management 
and human resources. previously, he was director of the peace, gender and democracy department in 
the norwegian Agency for development cooperation (norad). he has broad experience of development, 
conflict management and peacebuilding, and has also served as a diplomat for the norwegian ministry 
of foreign Affairs. rye has a ph.d. in social anthropology and has also worked with international health 
issues for several years.  

alf-Åge hansen, special Advisor 
Alf-Åge hansen is responsible for the oslo center’s work on human rights. hansen has a masters degree 
in political science from the university of tromsø, norway, and he has worked on international issues 
at the university of tromsø and at the troms regional municipality. since 2001 hansen has served as 
a career diplomat with the norwegian foreign service. he has worked in the europe department, and 
as a diplomat at the norwegian embassy in Addis Ababa, ethiopia (2003-2006), and at the norwegian 
embassy in london (2006-2009). hansen has worked on security policies, democracy, human rights and 
development policies. 

Tone holme, head of Administration
ms. holme is in charge of the administration of the oslo center. she is also the president’s personal 
assistant and organizes meetings and travel. she was a secretary at the prime minister’s office from 
1994-2007, and she has also worked at the ministry of finance and the ministry of local government and 
regional development.  
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anne hushagen, project coordinator 
ms. hushagen is project coordinator at the oslo center. she has a masters degree in sociology, specialising 
in international migration and ethnic relations. previously she has held different positions in the osce.  
ms. hushagen has also worked on Kosovo in the norwegian ministry of foreign Affairs, on minority issues 
in the ministry of justice, as well as Advisor and project co-ordinator for norwegian church Aid and the 
nansen dialogue network in Kosovo.    

håvard Kleppa, communication Advisor
mr. Kleppa is the press contact at the oslo center. he has worked as a radio and tv journalist in more than 
ten years in different national broadcasters in norway. he has degrees in journalism, social science and 
history.  

einar steensnæs, senior Advisor
mr. steensnæs is the former executive director at the oslo center. from 2009 he has held a supportive role 
in different projects and represents the oslo center in some cooperating organisations. steensnæs had 
a long career in norwegian politics: he was minister of education and research (1989-90) and minister of 
petroleum and energy (2001-2004).  

ingrid vik, special Advisor
ms. vik is responsible for the ”dialogue for peace” programme at the oslo center. she also has regional 
responsibility for Africa and the middle east. ms. vik is a historian of religion and was previously the director 
of the nansen dialogue network in Kosovo. she has also worked in the norwegian ministry of foreign 
Affairs, and she has been a researcher at the university of oslo, in the field of religion and conflicts. 

student interns at the Oslo Center in 2010:  Andreas u. mjelva, espen skran, line grenheim, 
yvonne stabell, ida marie fottland, beate solli, cecilie haugerød and nicolai hegertun.

staff leaving in 2010:  hans petter bergli, communication Advisor. john bjørnebye, senior Advisor/
Ambassador. Øistein mjærum, special Advisor. 
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Tove strand (norway)
chairman of the board
director of ullevål university hospital 
ms. lone Dybkjær (denmark)
member of parliament, 
former minister of environment. 
ms. anne hege grung (norway)
phd fellow, university of oslo 
ms. Turid leirvoll (denmark)
party secretary of socialist people`s party (sf) in 
denmark. 
mr. sverre lodgaard (norway)
senior research fellow of the norwegian institute of 
international Affairs (nupi). 

mr. stig Olav jacobsen (norway)
investor, berg jacobsen group. 
ms. ingrid vik (norway)
staff representative. 

substitute representatives: 
ms. julie Christiansen (norway)
former member of parliament 
ms. vigdis vevstad (norway) 
legal and policy adviser, asylum law and 
human rights 

bOarD Of 
DireCTOrs 

parTners

the oslo center works in partnerships to take 
advantage of the best available expertise, 
knowledge and skills to promote peace and  
human rights. the oslo center works closely with  
different ngos, institutions and organisations in 
this respect, and has cooperation agreements 
with: 

•	Alliance	of	Civilizations	(UN)
•	The	Carter	Center	(USA)
•	Club	de	Madrid	(Spain)
•	The	Crisis	Management	Initiative	(Finland)
•	Defenders	of	Human	Rights	Center	(Iran)
•	Foundation	for	Dialogue	Among	
 civilisations (switzerland)
•	Kim	Dae-jung	Library	and	Museum	(Korea)
•	National	Democratic	Institute	(NDI)	(USA)
•	The	University	of	Oslo	(Norway)
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h.e. vigdis finnbogadottir (iceland)
president of the board of trustees
former president of iceland   
h.e. mr. Kofi annan (ghana) 
(stepped down 1 october 2010)
diplomat, former un secretary general
ms. ann-magrit austenå (norway)
secretary general, the norwegian organization for 
Asylum seekers (noAs)
mr. finn bergesen jr (norway) 
former director general of nho (confederation of 
norwegian enterprise) 
ms. helen bjørnøy (norway)
secretary general, plan norge 
Dr. hans blix (sweden)
chairman of the Weapons of mass destruction 
commission 
mr. børge brende (norway)
secretary general, norwegian red cross 
mr. Odd einar Dørum (norway) 
former cabinet minister 
mr. jan egeland (norway)
director, norwegian institute of international Affairs 
(nupi). former un under secretary general 
mr. uffe ellemann-jensen (denmark)
former minister of foreign Affairs 
mr. bjørn engesland (norway)
secretary general, the norwegian helsinki 
committee 
mr. jappe erichsen (norway)
the norwegian refugee council 
ms. Kjersti fløgstad (norway)
secretary general, unicef norge 
ms. marte gerhardsen (norway)
secretary general, care norway   
h.e. Tarja halonen (finland)
president of finland 
mr. john b. hardman (usA)
executive director, the carter center 
ms. Cecilie hellestveit (norway) 
researcher at the norwegian centre for 
human rights 

h.e. Wim Kok (netherlands)
former prime minister of the netherlands 
ms. lena larsen (norway)
scholar at the university of oslo   
h.e. paavo lipponen (finland)
former prime minister of finland 
Dr. janne haaland matlary (norway)
professor at the university of oslo 
Dr. Ole Danbolt mjøs (norway)
former leader of the norwegian nobel committee. 
chairman of the board of the centre for peace 
studies, university of tromsø  
ms. marit nybakk (norway)
member of parliament 
mr. jan ramstad (norway)
the board of the rafto foundation 
ms. elisabeth rasmusson (norway)
secretary general, norwegian refugee council 
mr. holger b. rotkirch (finland)
crisis management initiative, former Ambassador 
ms. anne sender (norway)
leader of the mosaic religious society in oslo 
ms. Torild skogsholm (norway)
executive director, oslo sporvognsdrift. 
former cabinet minister 
ms. Kari solholm (norway)
secretary general, the united nations Association 
of norway 
mr. atle sommerfeldt (norway) 
secretary general, norwegian church Aid  
mr. Thorvald stoltenberg (norway) 
former minister of foreign Affairs
ms. heidi sørensen (norway)
state secretary in the ministry of the environment
ms. marit Tingelstad (norway)
former member of parliament
ms. Kari vogt (norway)
Assistant professor at the university of oslo
mr. Tom vraalsen (norway)
Ambassador

bOarD Of 
TrusTees 

•	Alliance	of	Civilizations	(UN)
•	The	Carter	Center	(USA)
•	Club	de	Madrid	(Spain)
•	The	Crisis	Management	Initiative	(Finland)
•	Defenders	of	Human	Rights	Center	(Iran)
•	Foundation	for	Dialogue	Among	
 civilisations (switzerland)
•	Kim	Dae-jung	Library	and	Museum	(Korea)
•	National	Democratic	Institute	(NDI)	(USA)
•	The	University	of	Oslo	(Norway)
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finanCial 
suppOrTers

the oslo center is financed through agreements 
on annual contributions from private enterprises, 
mainly for five years. these contributions have 
been given without preconditions other than those 
which follow from the oslo center’s by-laws and 
good accounting practice. 

our financial supporters in 2010:
•	Aker	ASA
•	Berg	Jacobsen	Gruppen
•	Canica	as
•	DnB	NOR
•	Gjelsten	Holding
•	Havila	Shipping	ASA
•	Hydro
•	Mosvold	&	Co
•	NorgesGruppen	ASA
•	Olav	Nils	Sunde
•	Orkla
•	O.T.	Tønnevold
•	Reitangruppen
•	Rica	Hotels	ASA
•	Statoil	Hydro	
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2010 2009

income

contribution 12 122 322 11 337 028 

other income 1 008 575 952 400 

total income 13 130 897 12 289 428 

cost from operAtions

compensation and social costs 6 766 742 7 119 410 

depreciation 300 642 302 426 

other operating expenses 5 957 176 4 873 353 

total cost from operations 13 024 560 12 295 189 

profit & loss from operations 106 336 -5 762 

finanCe

interest income 198 437 170 902 

financial income 0 0 

interest expenses -902 -34 

financial expenses 0 0 

total finance 197 536 170 868 

income anD expenses 303 872 165 106 

allocations

transferred to other equity 303 872 165 106 

total allocations 303 872 165 106 

subject to financial audit.

inCOme 
anD expenses
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pOWersharing, 
COaliTiOnbuilDing 
anD COOperaTiOn 
in praCTiCe
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